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Presidential finalist, RosenBlatt
discusses UNM's responsibilities
Craig Chrissinger

Joe Cavaretta

CANDIDATE for UNM presidency, Paul Rosenblatt, relates an
anecdote to the audience at Rody Theater Monday afternoon.

Delorean bail hearing
suddenly called off
LOS ANGELES (UPI) - A bail reduction hearing for flamboyant
automaker John DeLorean, jailed on
drug charges for nearly a week in
lieu of $5 million bond, was abruptly canceled Monday by his attorneys.
DeLorean, 57, accused of bankrolling a $24 million cocaine deal in
a vain attempt to raise cash to save
his failing Northern Ireland auto
plant, was taken from Terminal Island Federal Prison to the downtown
federal courthouse for an appearance before a U.S. magistrate Monday. But his attorneys contacted the
court Monday morning to have the
hearing taken off the calendar. They
offered no explanation for tbe move.
.. It's off," attorney Alan Croll
told UPl, declining to give a reason.

"It has not yet been reset for a
certain date. As to when it will be
and if so, that is something I don't
feel is appropriate for me to discuss ...

DeLorean,jailed since FBI agents
arrested him at a hotel near the International Airport last Tuesday, has so
far been unable to raise the $500,000
in cash and property pledges needed
to win his release.
He has tried to sell his sprawling,
48-acrc estate in the plush Pauma
Valley near San Diego, which is on
the market for $5.25 million.
Prosecutors have asked that DeLorean be held on $20 million bail to
ensure he will not flee the country. If
convicted, he faces up to 15 years in
prison.

Paul Rosenblatt, the second of six
UNM presidential finalists to speak
on campus, said Monday that university students should have a diverse background.
• 'Our diversity is an endless
source of strength, but no society
should deny a common culture that
has the same goals," Rosenblatt told
a quiet audience of about 80 people
in Rodey Theatre.
Rosenblatt, 54, professor of English and former dean of the College
of Liberal Arts at the University of
Arizona, said a university must preserve its heritage. The courage of the
Native American and the treasure of
the Hispanic-American should encourage many university programs,
he said.
"The University of New Mexico
has a responsibility of service to
Albuquerque, New Mexico and the
nation," he said.
The final test of excellence in any
university is what happens to its students when they graduate. People's
lives are shaped and formed at college, Rosenblatt noted.
The role of a university is morally
inseparable from the idea of a university and day-to-day decisions are
made on assumptions of what a university should be, he said.
A university draws its strength
from a certain time, a certain place
and a certain location, he said.
In an anecdote, Rosenblatt said
the facufty of a university is the institution. A person addressing the
faculty at Columbia University said,
"Hello, employees of Columbia."
Someone.in the audience stood up
and replied, "We are Columbia
University.''
"Research and instruction are inseparable," Rosenblatt said. "Research tells us how to .update
courses. I do not like to see research
and instruction posed as a dichotomy. The same qualities exist in
research as in good teaching."
Rosenblatt said he has devoted a
lot of thought to the role of intercollegiate athletics in a major university.
"Every program in a university
must strive for excellence," he said.

"In striving for excellence, integrity
must not be compromised. Colleges
must take bigger parts in the
NCAA.': .
. .
He satd tt may be unreahsttc to
4 have football a~d basketball players
enro!led full-ttme, and th.at they
posstbly should take about SIX hours
a semester.
.
UNM Board of Regents Chairman He_nry Jaramillo o~ened the talk
by ~aymg _that choosmg. the new
president will be the. most Important
JOb of the Regents m the next few
years·
.
. Rosenbl~tt amvcd ~unday. mommg .a~d Wtll leave .th1s cvcnmg. In
~ddttton to the ~ubhc forum, he met
~~ close~ questton-and-answer sesstons Wtth. sever~! campus gr?ups.
.He rece1ved ~ts do~torate m Eng~tsh an~ Am~nca~ hteratu~e from
Co~umbta u.mvers1~y and h1s master s degree m English from Brook-

lyn College.
Presently, Rosenblatt is on sabbatical leave from the University of
Arizona. He resigned June 30 as
dean of the College of Liberal Arts, a
position he held for the past seven
years. He also has served as chairman of the romance languages department at the College of Liberal
Arts.
The other five finalists arc UNM
Provost McAllister Hull Jr.; Donald
Langenberg, deputy director of the
National Science Foundation; Alex
Mercure, a former UNM vice president; John Prucha, vice chancellor
for academic affairs at Syracuse
University; and AI Utton, UNM professor of international and resources
law. A seventh candidate, Richard
Landini, president of Indiana State
University, asked to be withdrawn
from the list Friday.

List continues to dwindle
with Landini withdrawal
Craig Chrissinger

with him."
Travelstead said he received the
Jetter Friday, but in his opinion it
still does not clearly indicate the
reasons for Landini's withdrawal.

The withdrawal of Richard Landini, president of Indiana State University, from the UNM presidential
finalists list Thursday, leaves six
candidates to be considered by the
UNM Board of Regents.

"1n the letter, he said a number of
factors made him withdraw his
name," Travelstead said. ''He and
his wife re-assessed the situation and
decided not to persue another position. He said he was happy with his
current position"

Landini, 52, was among the eight
names submitted Oct. I to the Regents by the Presidential Search
Committee, but he was not original·
ly invited to UNM. He was added,
with no explanation, to the list of
Regent invitations last Wednesday.

After becoming a finalist Oct. l,
Landini said he was unsure he would
take the presidential post even if
were offered to him.
At the time, Landini said, "I am
more than content to stay at my own
university."

However, Provost Emeritus
Chester C. Travelstead, search committee chairman, received a call
from Landini late Thursday requesting that Landini's name be withdrawn from consideration.
"He said he was sending a letter
indicating why he was dropping
out,'' Travelstead said. "He really
didn't explain why (he with~rew
from consideration) when I talked

Landini has been president of Indiana State University in Terre
Haute since 1975. Previously, he
was vice president of academic
affairs at the University of Montana.
He also is a professor of English.

4£11

UNM teaching· assistant salaries
fair .poorly in university survey
Robert Wood
UNM English Department
teacher assistant salaries ranked 21st
outof25 state universities surveyed,
after adjustment for course load requirements, said James Barbour,
English department graduate
director.
UNM requires T As to teach four
courses yealy, except their first
semester, for an average salary of
$5,180. University of California at
Berkeley requires its TAs to teach
two courses a year for an average
salary of $6,070. After the course
toad adjustment, which is the wage
for each course taught, UNM TAs
earn an average of $6,960 less than
the highest ranker, UC at Berkeley,
and $995 more than the lowest, Colorado State, according to a survey
conducted by Barbour.
Barbour said he queried 30 state
institutions west of the Mississippi
on salaries, course load per year,
degrees offered and tenn schedule

because he felt his TAs' salaries
were low. Twenty-five colleges and
universities responded to the survey,
he said.
The survey ranked UNM 18th in
adjusted salary out of the 21 Ph.D.·
granting institutions. UNM was last
among the six Ph.D.-granting universities that responded from the
west and southwest regions.
Barbour said the study will be presented to the Graduate Committee,
then go with recommendations to
the University Provost. He said it
was "hard information" the administration would need when making
priority determinations for the
budget.
J>otential TAs looking for a graduate school usually make decisions
based on region and economics, he
said. Course load is also a consideration. The heavier the work load the
less time TAs have to work on publications and bibliographies needed
for graduation and future careers, he
said.
Universities that offer compari~

..

lively smaller salaries and heavier
teaching loads lose qualified TAs,
the graduate director said. This
effects the quality of education at the
fundamental level of every university department, he said.
My own feeling is that the University is not paying its TAs a living
wage - many have families, he
said explaining that in it's a moral
question. Organizations should pay
for the services they receive," he
said.
'rhe Graduate School is doing
other things to to make its TA internship more than a "repetitive experience bording on being exploitative," he said. Instead of being
thrown directly into teaching two
courses their first semester without
any experiencef TAs now teach only
one course and go through a training
program designed to teach them to
Joe Cavaretta
teach, he said.
He said the same postcard-sized 11LIKE TALKING to fish in a fish market, "said Murray Ge/1survey was going to be used to compare state universities' math depart- Mann, r•lerring to audience members at one of his recent
l.:tures. G•II·Mann spoke Monday in Woodward Hall.
ment TA s.alaries.
'• • •
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Wire Report
International News

2 Catholic men
dead in Ulster
BELFAST, Northern Ireland- A
Cntholic abducted by Protestant terrorists three days ago was beaten tQ
death and dumped in an Belfast alley
Monday and another Catholic was
gunned down on his way to work in
Armagh.
The slayings of Joseph Donegan,
the father of seven children, and Peter Corrigan, father of l I, marked
the latest deaths in escalating sectarian violence in Ulster.
Protestant gunmen kidnapped
Donegan Friday in retaliation for the
abduction of a Protestant man by the
Irish Republican Army.
Police said the body of Donegan,
48, was found in an alley in the
ShankiiJ section of Belfast. a
staunch! y Protestant area, Police
said it took several hours to identify
him because he was so badly disfigured.
Police launched a full-scale hunt
for Donegan's killers and were searching house-to-house in Protestant
areas of town. They said they had

by United Press International

raided several homes of Protestant
paramilitary members and distributed more than 5,000 leaflets seeking infonnation on Donegan's killers.
Protestant gunmen from the outlawed Ulster Volunteer Force kidnapped Donegan friday in response
to the IRA's abduction of Thomas
Cochrane, an Ulster Defense Regiment sergeant.
Unlike Cochrane, Donegan had
no connections with paramilitary or
political organizations ..
Cochrane, 57, was kidnapped as
he drove to work Friduy in South
Armagh. The IRA said they ?"ere
questioning hii~ about "cr!m~~
against the republican commumly.
Cochrane's fate is unknown.
Ann Donegan, one of Donegan's
seven children, Monday pleaded
with the IRA not to retaliate by killing Cochrane.

Sharon authorized
Christian entry
Israeli Defense Minister Ariel Sharon said Monday he let Christian
militamen enter two Beirut refugee
camps without Prime Minister
Menachcm Begin's permission,

theu failed to quick-ly stop the
slaughter of hundreds of Palestinians.
"ft was decided the (Christian)
Phalange role in entering Beirut
would be to go into terrorist neighborhoods- Chatila, Sabra and
Fakhani," Sharon testified before a
three member commission investigating the Sept. 16-18 massacre.
Pressed for specifics, Sharon said
the decision was based on a 1une 15
government resolution to permit
Christian militias to participate on
Israel's side in the fighting, including the invasion of west Beirut.
"Did the prime minister know at
midnight Sept. 14 the Phalange
would go in?" asked Justice Aharon
Barak. a fonncr attorney general.
"No," Sharon admitted after initially sidestepping the question.
Wearing a gray suit and nervously
twirling an eyeglass case, Sharon
opened the commission's ~rst public session bv reading a l;,-mmute
prepared statemc:nt denying Israeli
culpability in the slaughter of hundreds of Palestinian civilians.
"Not one of us imagined, even in
our worst dreams, the horrors that
emerged in Sabra and Chatila,"
Sharon said. "None of us foresaw or
could have foreseen these atrocities

K~'iu\
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~~Trick or Treat with Happy Feet!
We have a huge selection of Halloween
costumes and accessories at prices that
will please all you ghosts and goblins
who are on a budget.

-Make-up - Costume kits
-Wigs
-Hats
Be the most bewitching witch or
the most gruesome ghoul in
Albuquerque!
Listen to "the Home of Happy Feet"h.J£,;:,-"'
on KUNM Radio Tuesday's 7-9 p.m.

.-.

4821 Central N.E.

Shop Mon.·Sat. 9:30·6:00

•

{Acrou from Hllaftd Theatre)

"-- 255-8673

Midnite madness at our preview

Monster Sale
Thursday October 28
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Double Coupon Nite
Look for coupons in the Daily Lobo,
they're worth double at Sneak Preview Nite.

Free $1 Credit
for customers in costume

Books & Records
from $2.98
AHaches, T·Shirts, Supply & Gift Bargains
Cheap . Cheap

NMB

.

that stand in stark contrast to the
interests of the State of Israel. We
were shocked and astounded by the
massacre."
After he finished reading the
statement, Sharon asked the commission to go into closed session.
But for more than two hours, Chief
Justice Yitzhak Kahan, reserve
army general Yonah Efrat and
Barak, sitting with their backs to the
official seal 'of Israel in the Hebrew
University lecture hall, peppered
him with questions.
Sharon said he learned the mass
killing was under way on Friday
night Sept. 17, but did not ord~r the
Phalangjsts out until the following
morning.
Asked why the massacre was not
halted and why the Phalange were
allowed to stay in the camp until
about 5 a.m. Saturday morning,
Sharon said:
"The Phalange don't have communications like us. I know how
long it would take us to leave a place
at night."
Sharon confinned the Israeli government met in special session S~pt.
16 to hear status reports on the invasion just as the Phalange moved into
the camps.
"The central motive for allowing
the Phalange to act was without
doubt our wish to save the lives of
our soldiers," Sharon said.
The defense minister stressed the
only apprehensions the anny had about letting the Phalange into the
camps was that they were not "combatreadv."
Sharon said he first learned of the
massacre from Chief of Staff Lt.
Gen. Rafael Eitan, who flew in from
Beirut on the eve of Rosh Hashanah,
the Jewish New Year.
''He said that during the Phalange
operation ... the Christians had
harn1ed the local population beyond
what was expected," Sharon said in
answer to a question. •'The chief of
staff used the expression: 'The
Lebanese forces went too far."'

Thatcher to report to
Parliament on spy case
LONDON - Prime Minister Margaret T,hatchcr will report to Parliament in the next few days on the
penetration of a top secret Western
intelligence center by a Soviet spy,
government officials said Monday.
The officials said Mrs. Thatcher
would provide a written statement to
Parliament on reports British linguist Geoffrey Arthur Prime seriously
compromised Western intelligence
by feeding secrets to the Soviets
from 1968 to 1977.
The reports, published in the New
York Times, said the security leak at
Cheltenham, the government's main
communications center, was the
most damaging Soviet penetration
of Western security since World
War H.
Both British and U.S. officials
declined comment.
The spy case is being compared
with the Cambridge spy ring of Kim
Philby that shattered U.S. trust in
Britain three decades ago and forced
an abrupt curtailment of U.S.British cooperation.
But at the same time, the Soviet
KGB had an embarrassment of its
own in the defection of one of its
tanking agents in Tehran, Iran Vladimir Kuzichkin. The 35-yearold Soviet agent was being questioned by British M J6 intelligence
agents at a "safe house" in England
and was said shedding new light on
the Soviet spy agency.
In the Cheltenham case, Prime
was accused of feeding infonnation
to the Soviets that could have compromised Western intelligence
agents abroad.
Chapman Pincher, a well known
British writer on intelligence matters, reported in the London Daily
Express that "Britain's security services will shortly be rocked by a
major.new spy scandal."

Captain & 1st mate
survive shipwreck
CANC!JN, MeKico- Two Americans whose yacht crashed and sank
on a coral reef battled stonn-tossed
waves for up to 10 hours until they
washed ashore on a chic resort beach.
on Mexico's Caribbean coast, police
said,
"They're all right. A little cold
and wet of course, but nothing serious,'' Police Major Eduardo
Viguera said.
Police identified the survivors as
Edward Pier, 45, of Miami, and
Scott Morton.
Police, who spoke to the survivors, said there were no other crewmen aboard the 39-foot C. Kardeno,
and that a search tor other survivors
was called off. Mexican newspapers
earlier had reported that the yacht
was a cargo ship and 15 men were
aboard when it sank.
Police said the two survivors
swam five miles from the scene of
the wreck Sunday and washed up at
the Club Mediterrane beach in Cancun, a popular resort area . on the
Yucatan Peninsula.
Police seargeant Rosamaria
Olivera said the two men told offichds they were the only crewmen
aboard the ship.
Pier told police his ship was on its
way to Belize from Miami, when it
was blown off course by a tropical
stonn. The ship smashed into a coral
reef, which tore open the hull, and
sank, Olivera said.
Pierce was found wand.:ring
somewhat dazed on a road at 4;30
a.m. by a taxi driver who alerted
police, Viguera said.
"He doesn't speak Spanish, but
he was asking for help," Viguera
said.
Morton showed up on the beach
six hour-s later and .immediately
asked where his friend was, Viguera
said.

Researchers develop
male contraceptive
MEXICO CITY- A group of
Mexican researchers claimed a major advance in male contraception by
synthesizing a new substance that
blocks the maturation of spenn, a
government spokeswoman said
Monday.
"It (the research) is still in the
experimental stages,'' said the
spokeswoman for the Mexican Social Security Institute (IMSS),
adding the first results of the contraceptive have been highly promising.
The substance, whose composition was not revealed, ''modifies the
cycle of maturation of sperm," preventing the spenn from fertilizing
the egg, she said.
She said the male contraceptive
was a major advance in the field and
had not shown any hannful side
effects.
The discovery was made by members of an IMSS biomedical research
team who planned to present their
findings at the annual IMSS scientific meeting in Mexico City this
week, she said.
Juan Jose Hicks, the director of
the team, said the discovery came as
a result of an extensive IMSS program to improve contraceptives. for
Mexico's population,
The Mexican government's
search for a safe, effective and easy·
to-use contraceptive has been particularly significant since Mexico's
population growth hit 3.5 percent
annually in 1975, one of the highest
in the world.
The government launched a massive family planning campaign in
1975 to convince Mexicans "the
small family lives better" - the
slogan of the first publicity drive,
As a result of the campaign and
better access to birth control, Mexican families are having fewer chi!·
dren. The annual rate of population
increase dropped to 2.5 percent in
1981.

more
Would you like to:
0 Raise your grade average without long hours
over texts.
0 End all-night cramming sessions.
0 Breeze through all your studying in as little as
1/3 the time .
0 Have more free time to enjoy yourself.
0 Read 3 to 10 times faster, with better concentration, understanding, and recall.
Evelyn Wood's new RD2 reading system makes it
all possible.

Evelyn Wood works- over 1 million people,
including students, executives, senators, and even
presidents have proven it. A free 1 hour demonstration will show you how to save hundreds of
hours of drudgery this year (as well as how to
increase your speed immediately with some simple
new reading techniques).
It only takes an hour, and it's free. Don't miss it.

Schedule of FREE Lessons
TODAY OCT. 26 2:00pm
4:30pm 7:OOpm
LOCATION:
UNM Campus
See schedule
at right for
buildings,
rooms and times.

m-~'1978

(CHEMICAL ENGINEERING BLDG., RM. 107)

Wednesday Oct. 27
1:00pm 4:00pm 7:00pm
(Electrical Engineering Bldg.)
1:00pm lesson is in Room 217
4:00pm and 7:OOpm lessons are in Room 220

Thursday Oct. 28 3:30pm 6:30pm
(Geology Bldg., Room 223)
J:VrL YN WOOD f1!:ADING DYNAMICS A URS COMPANY

•

SEATING IS
LIMITED, SO
PLEASE PLAN
ON ATTENDING THE
EARLIEST POSSIBLE
LESSON!
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All Rights Reserved
Tradition of freedom besmirched.
Editor's note: the following
guest editorial is used with the
permission of Mark Acuff, Editor,
The New Mexico Independent.
Mr. Acuff was Lobo editor

1961-1962.
We have mixed feelings about the fracas at the University
surrounding the Lobo and the
"racist" e.ditorial which led to the
resignation of the managing editor and tha suspension of tha
editor.
The mixed feelings arise from
the fact that the ME who wrote
the famous piece did not stand
behind it, but announced that it
was a mistake, that he didn't really mean to say that, and resigned. The editor could hardly
stand behind it in that case, and
she didn't. In fact, she said it was
worse than a mistake: that in fact
the ME violated her orders and
ran the editorial without clearing
lt with her. She said she would
have suspended the ME for a
week as per Publications Board
rules, if he had not resigned.
The next obv1ous step for her
to take, especially in the free
speech (supposed) atmosphere
of a university, was to make
space available for those
offended to print a rebuttal. But
before she could do that, a near
riot ensued, the office of the student newspaper was occupied
and something approaching a
lynch mob fervor was sweeping
over the campus.
Our dilemma is that ifthe staffer who wrote the article stood
behind it and said "this I be-

lieve", we would have no trouble
In backing his right to free expre:;;sion, even if we disagree
with it. But he didn't say that. He
said it was a mistake. The editor
said it violated her standing
orders, In the way it appeared in
print, It's pretty hard to defend
the right to free speech of som~;J
body who claims he didn't mean
to say it in the first place.
However, we believe the editor's steps to correct the mistake
were proper: she accepted the
author's resignation and provided space for the other side to
print an argument.
The fact is, however, that such
procedural and constitutional
questions have never b~;Jen examined in the cool light of
reason, for the Pub Board meeting was turned into a hysterical
shouting match devoid of
reason. It was a disgrace to the
good name of the University,
Most amazing of all was the
performance of the faculty members of the board, the chairman
excepted. The motion to suspend the editor, an exception to
the board's established procedure, was made by a faculty
member turned into the lynch
mob hydrophobia running rampant through a fever pitched
crowd. In other words, a certified
UN M faculty member deliberately disgraced the University's
good name in the academic community, purposefully violated
the Bill of Rights, discarded any
trappings of civilized society,
and moved to join a pack of
hyenas in heat. We didn't know
UNM was employing such a low
caliber of talent these days. If

that professor does not yet have
tenure, we pray she never gets it,
as this is exactly the wrong sort
of example to set for the young
people of New Mexico.
On the other hand, we cannot
say enough about the q~lm and
learned performance of Prof.
Bob Lawrence under siege. Surrounded by sharks in a feeding
frenzy, he coaly upheld the Bill of
Rights, maintained that due process must be followed, and ruled
that the rules of the game may
not be changed in midstream. He
was voted down in an appeal of
the ruling chair. Lawrence
argued with wit and clarity, and
his performance should be recorded in the annals of the University when it comes time to
write the names of the men a.nd
women of courage in the history
of UNM. His guts under fire rank
second in perspective only to
Tom Popejoy himself, the UNM
president who stood off the
American Legion, halfthe legislature and the governor when a
certain former editor of the Lobo
was under siege for, of all things,
supporting the civil rights movement in the paper.
Mob rule cannot be countenanced in a university. It's a
shame I had to argue this with a
student government official who
seemed to see nothing wrong
with it. He said, essentially, that
the Pub Board is the publisher
and if Tommy Lang can fire a reporter for doing something he
doesn't like, then the Pub Board
can fire the Lobo editor at will or
whim •. ,
The Lob() ... is a student
newspaper at an allegedly re-

DOONESBURY
by Garry Trud~u
I 7HINI\SO,elJ,
reu, Me WHAT

YOU 7HIN!< OP
fA/HAT I'Ve
WR.ITTC!N..

spected university, and the bot·
tom line of any university is free
speech. Without free speech the
university does not exist. . ,

I

A university is a distinct sort of
environment, and the freedoms
on which it thrives are fragile indeed, deserving of all the protection we can give them,
A student newspaper is first of
all a place to learn. The process
of learning inherently involves
the right to make mistakes. The
freedom to be wrong is just as
important as the freedom to
speak, for without the right to
take a shot and miss there is no
experimentation, no creativity,
ultimately no thought at all •..
Fortunately, the board memberswho did mostofthe incoherent shouting and screaming
have, under rules of the board
itself, now removed themselves
from the proceedings and may
not sit on the board further or
vote. Unfortunately, that means
the board has more or less
ceased to exist. That in turn
means that UNM needs to give
some thoughtto a new structure,
hopefully one which will insulate
the student newspaper from
mob rule in the future. A newspaper, especially a student
newspaper, must be guaranteed
the right to be unpopular. That's
damned hard to do- but ifthere
is a university which can do it it's.
UNM. Nowhere in the West is the
tradition of free speech and
editorial independence of the
student newspaper more sacred.
A lot of us have given sweat,
tears and even blood for that
goal, and we will stand behind it
as long as we live.

l:ditor:
The article in the Oct. 19 Lobo
entitled "Lobbyist questions bottle bill" is the example of the deceptive argument being utilized
by ''bottle bill" opponents.
Currently, eight states have
enacted bottle bill laws, they are
Oregon, Maine,. Vermont, Connecticut, Iowa, Michigan, Delaware, and New York. Within
these states popular support is
very high. For example, in Maine

in 1980 an effort to repeal the
bottle bill failed. The margin of
people favoring the bill during
the second vote was higher than
the original vote.
In no state has cost even
approached a tenth of the $30
million referred to in the article.
Today, in Vermont, which has
had a bottle bill since 1975, consumers are paying an average of
six cents more per six-pack of
beer than their New Hampshire
neighbors, and five cents less
per quart of soda. If claims in the
article were true, then the price
spread would be greater between Vermont and New Hampshire. Instead, the spread of

prices is nominal, considering
that in Vermont the malt tax is 48
percent higher than in New
Hampshire.
The supporters of the bottle
bill believe the most effective
method to remove beverage
container litter is by preventing
its placement there in the first
place. In eight states to date, the
bottle bill is serving as an incentive for consumers to return beverage containers for refund and
recycling rather than littering .•
Jeff Terrell,
NMP.IRG Researcher

Editor:
My, my, Marcy, aren't we getting a bit vindictive? It would
appear that you had that editorial
ready to print immediately after
your susptmsion and were just
foaming at the mouth for the
chance to print your "snappy
comeback." Well, Marcy, it
seems funny that you would turn
on the very people who helped
you last spring. Couldn't be because you had a little "trouble"
with the PUB board, could it?
And that "biased" PUB board
was biased last spring, but you
were on the other side of the
fence so it didn't bother you.
Marcy, you are walking on thin
ice already, and taking a swipe at
ASUNM isn't going to save you.
If you want to get back at
ASUNM. I suggest you write for
the University Review. Another
suggestion: resea.rch things like
the election code before you
shoot them down. You weren't
even at the Senate meeting
when the code was discussed,
and the amount of misinformation in your editorial outlines
your ignorance. There is nothing
more irritating than an editor
who takes a stand against something she knows nothing about.
And by the way, the Senate never apologized to you. Tsk, tsk,
Marcy- you don't write so pretty when you're mad. P.S. No, I
wasn't bribed by ASUNM to
write this letter ... I'm just
another amused bystander.

Wholeheartedly
for free speech
Editor;
I would like to commend Mr.
Berthold on his editorial in the
Oct. 25 paper. I whole-heartedly
agree with his views. I am not a
racist and was totally appalled by
the opinions of Mr. Blazek and
Ms. McKinley, but they do have
their right to freedom of speech.

Former editors
sought
Past Lobo editors- ALL
past editors- are invited to
contact editor Marcy McKinley in connection with the recent charges of "incompetence" (of the editor, not the
Pub Board) and a possible
opportunity to testify in behalf
of the First Amendment. Formal lynching !formal proceedings) is scheduled for
October 27. Call 277-5656.

Snappy return
amuses reader

Martha Hardman

Letters--------------Bottle Bill
can work

Letters
ward minorities . , , without regard for the readers' feelings" so
as to prevent your "editorial policies" from continuing (quotes
from the formal charges against
you, pp. 1, 2, and 6, respectively),
If one editor can be dumped for
her editorial policies it opens the
door to censor all editors for their
policies. in the long run, who Will
better be able to exercise this
power of censorship- the
"oppressed" or their "oppressors"?
A handful of unthinking students still clamor for your removal on racist grounds. in order
to rationalize their intolerance,
they have taken to chanting
"freedom of the press is not freedom to oppress." How could it
be? Words do not oppress peo·
pie, violence does, A weak-willed
man may permit mere words to
oppress him, but we cannot
afford to sacrifice our freedoms
to shelter the emotional frailties
of those too cowardly to say
"sticks and stones may break my
bones, but names can never hurt

I'm a cold slender black guy
with the inferno cotton fields and
chain gangs still written on my
face (map) and heard in my
voice, but this experience does
not negate the fact that univerities are plantation roads'hows
snatching Afro-American bucks
and their mates in the last quarter of this century.
The stringofthe slavemaster's
whip calls us to remember that
we are the latest survivors of the
constantly strong and that, ultimately, the realistic principles of
the con are still basically the
same.
We're under the hammer of
life and their are no rules that say
these "roadshow entrepeneurs"
have to care; they can always
swear they're deaf, dumb and
blind and project that characteristic on to us.
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As a union member, I'm outraged to hear of the amount of
money the Toney Anaya campaign is· spending out of state.
Why so much printing in California? I can't help but feel insulted.
I'm a member of the Executive
Committee of Local 304 of the
Typographical Union !Printers).
We donated $750 to the Anaya
campaign. My local in the last
week experienced a layoff of 6.6
percent of our working members
with another 6.6 percent to be
laid off within two weeks. That's
over 13 percent of our working
members in less than a month
facing layoff.
I'm scratching my head now
over what kind of $750 invest·
ment my local made. It's embarrassing to say the least.

And yet some of these folks
have been reduced to namecalling themselves. In just one
letter (published 10/2%2), Juan
Jose Nunez Martinez managed
to call Mark Blazek an "idiot," a
"pendejo," a "neanderthal" and
a "moron," to accuse him of
being "childish" and "a9inine,"
and to refuse Blazek's protesta·
tions that he is not racist on
grounds that his "malicious intent" is rightfully presumed,
whatever intent Blazek may really have had. Because of my support of the First Amendment,
Martinez has called me the
"enemy" (though not to my
face), and those who march with
him have called me a "pig," a
"fascist," an "oppressor," and
other names including, of
course, a "racist."
I know that Martinez's behavior is not condoned by most
of those concerned with the
editorial quality of the Lobo.
Martinez is free to call me whatever pleases him, but I fail to see
what he hopes to accomplishunless he means to discredit the
honored causes he pretends to
endorse.
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Sticks, stones
and names
Editor:
More and rnore of those supporting your removal clairn to do
so because they think you are incompetent. I hope and trust that
they are sincere, and that most of
us have realized the danger of
firing you for "insensitivity to·

Editor:
I'm writing this to .express my
opinion and outrage over conditions existing and developing
from UNM's Daily Lobo . .. The
Lobo incident is just the tip ofthe
ic~;Jberg. What really .should be
addressed are the conditions
which led to Ms. McKinley's

Ralph J. Richardson, Jr.

Freedom of the Press is not
AT ISSUE
Constitutional protection under the First Amendment docs not extend to an employe<' of a
newspaper who prints something she has not read, much Jess written. Should the Publications
Board wish to ratify the racist message of the October 13th editorial, it has the Constitutional right
to retain Marcy McKinley. Th<• Student Coalition Against Racism lwlieves that !'\fare~· McKinl<'Y
has a constitutional privilege to make any editorial comment she wishes. However, in certain
circumstances this Board has authority to discharge the ('ditor oftht• Daily Lobo. Negled ofduty,
misconduct, mismanagement of student publieations o!Rces, and violations of the requir<•nwnts
and policies of the l'uhlications Board are not pmtect<'d hy the First Amendment. Fin~ Marcy
McKinley.

Responsibility is at Issue
The charges demanding the firing of Marcy McKinley were brought br the Student Coalition
Against Racism because:
1. The Daily Lobo is a student newspaper, paid for in part by student funds;
z. Marcy McKinley is n paid employee of the Dm'ly Lobo;
3. Marcy McKinley NEGLECTED HER DUTIES as editor. Every staff member
of the Daily Lobo knows that the editorial page is Marcy's, On October 13, J982,
she utterlr failed to do her job by allowing an unauthorized editorial containing
libelous matter to appear in the D.1i/y Lobo. Fire Marcy McKinley.
4, The continuous pattern of insensitivity nnd hostility toward racial/ethnic minor·
ities evidences the fact that Ms. McKinler has used her o!Rce, as well as the
editorial page, to vent her own personal biases. This is a gross abuse of her
position in a place ofhigh trust, and constitutes MISCONDUCT on her part.
Fire Ma1·cy McKinley.
5. As Marcy .McKinley cannot control what her subordinatt•s print on her page, she
is guilty of MISMANAGEMENT. Fire Marcy McKinley.

P.S. I think it was unwise to entrust editorial space to a man
capable of writing so garbled an
editorial as Blazek's, but I don't
think it is serious enough an
error to fire you.

6. The Publications Bonrd has ultimate responsibility for the contents of the Daily
Lobo. Accordingly, this Board has expressly adopted the code of Ethics of the
U.S. Student Press Association and the Canons of Journalism. Marcy McKinley
has repudiated these Canons by failing to consider the public welfare of the
University, br "partisanship in editorial comment which knowingly departs from
the truth" ~tnd "does violence to the best spirit of American journalism," by
"losing good £1ith with the reader," by ''publish(ing) unofficial charges affecting
reputation or moral character'' of a group, and by "p1•ofessing high moral purpose ... (while) .•. supply(ing) incentives to base conduct." She has VIOLATED
THE ANNOUNCED REQUIREMENTS AND POLICIES OFTIIE BOARD.
Fire Marcy McKinley.

Under hammer
of life
Editor:
Racism has dogged my footsteps for over a quarter of a century. However, when reports of
"academic inferiority statuses"
are imported toward the
"bloods" on the UNM o::arnpus,
the voice of my mother comes to
conscious: "Blacks have always
been asked to run through Hell
wearing gasoline garments and
if we allow ourselves to be con·
ned by velvet bullshit and easy
answers hoping for sympathy by
the way of the listening ears, the
flames will just get hotter and
hotter, not colder."
To the students who perhaps
are nodding out to the rythms of
God Bless America, what my
mother was saying was "it's
mind over matter.''
Many students, white and
non-white, perhaps are headtripping wanting UNM to be their
"precious child" in later years,
however, the street testedtruth
and dictum is that universities
are "fall guys" for the militaryindustrial complex with reported
carnage in Asian and African
adventures.

Free academics
is the issue

FIRE MARCY McKINLEY

me."

Eirik Marr Johnson

Editor;

Edwin Allen

alledged charges. I'm referring
to the issue of academic
freedom; who controls the university; investment in South
Africa; the failure to comply with
Affirmative Action; and finally
the general attitude of racism existing everywhere on .campus
and throughounhe nation. Fre~;J
dom of the Press is not the issue
at hand. The future ofour universities and our nation are being
called to account. Let us set the
record straight. Rhetoric only
leads to emotional outbursts followed by possible confrontation.
A repeat ofthe '60s and early '70s
is not needed. What is needed is
an independent investigation of
all charges spoken and unspoken.

An open letter to the UNM Student Publications Board:

Nina Johnson

Anaya causes
head scratching

The woman or man who tosses worms in the river isn't
necessarily a friend of the fish.
Usually and normally, the fish
who think the woman or man Is
their respective friend ends up in
the frying pan.

Is Racism at Issue?

I·

Marcy McKinley has, above her own signature in the Daily Lobo, implied that
Navajo tribal precedent is to dole out money for the purchase of "pickups and
liquor" at the expense of tribal pride. (7-22-82). Shel1<1s called the Navajo claims
in the Hopi/Navajo land dispute "just plain ~illy.·· (I d.) She has, in print, referred
to the historical events surrounding Francisco Villa's efforts at IJ1e turn of the
century "Pancho Villa's Mexican teign of terror." (9-30-82). She authorized
publication of an Oliphant cartoon depicting a Mexican who squats on the street
while the Mexican economy goes broke, and then gets up declaring, "Chihuahua!
I thin' it is time to emigmte again.'' (9-16-82). Most recently, her negligence
permitted publication of a lead editorial offering the opinion that recently
released statistics prove that minorities are academically inferior to whites and
that this is a conclusion "everyone knew all along.'' (10-13-82). For the Publications Board to ignore the appearance of hostile and unchecked racism in the
policies underlying these publications would be, as Nancy Unger says, "like
trying to shade the sun with a sieve." the Student Coalition Against Racism
believes racism is at issue in the retention of Marcy McKinley as editor of the
Daily Lobo. Schopenhauer Writes, "Suffering which falls to our lot in the course
of nature, or by chance, or fate, does not seem so painful as suffering which is
inflicted on us by the arbitrary will of' another." Fire Marcy McKinley.
The ulmn1 <•lntr~t·s :H·c a hHHh.>t dfpuhlit• t('t."<ml and 1lli.• tl'l;ublh:llt'tllwrt• for lhL'IJitrpo-senfirlfimnlng tlu• puhlit•.rl!>
tc> ;i 1Jiatkr' Uf j';uhJi<.• C.'OIIl't'l'll,
~

fluid thr hy the .M<•xit'mt

Anwrk~ilu

U1w Mmlt·nh ..h~>O(•t.l!um 1t1Jtl Hl1t<:k Amcrk·lUt Law Studcitts A!i!itl<:i<tHnn.
10·22·k2
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CPR sessions slated for Nov. 7
Kent Kullby
A mass cardio-pulmon!lry resuscitation training project will be held
Nov. 7 at UNM's Johnson Gym to
train students how to keep heart
attack victims alive,

••A person can keep a victim alive
for 30 to 40 minutes using CPR,"
said Cy Stochloff who is representing the UNM department of health,
physical education and recreation in
the project.
CPR is a technique used to externally massage the heart and keep the
blood flowing through the heart
attack victim.

Stochloff said that a person needs
to act fast to save a heart attack victim. The victim will have collapsed,
have no pulse and stopped breathing.
The next step is to establish and
maintain a clear breathing passage in
the victim's mouth and throat,
Stochloff said: After that the person
should administer artificial r-espiration on the vjctim by breathing into
the victim's mouth. The last step is
to externally massage the heart without applying too much pressure to
the rib cage, he said.
"The CPR technique has to start

Bilingual ed fellowships
available through college
Fellowships in bilingual education for doctoral students are available through the UNM College of
Education to train experienced
bilingmd teachers as teacher trainers
in Spanish, Navajo and Pueblo languages.

.Joe Cavararta

CPR technique is demonstrated by Barb Beier, HPER instructor.

oEs

Interested people should submit a
letter of interest, u brief resume, and
should request nomination, allowable cost, and language background
forms from the College of Education.
The fellowships provide a costof-living stipend as well as tuition
and fees for each recipient. More
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Dr. Ignacio Cordova, executive
director of the College of Education's Multicultural Education Center, said criteria for selection of participants in the program includes
current or recent involvement in
bilingual education; two years of
teaching experience; and proficiency in reading, speaking and writing
Spanish, Navajo or one of the Pueblo languages.

Academic parley
set for Friday
A discussion of international
academic exchanges for all interested UNM students and faculty
will be held at 10:30 a.m. Oct. 29 at
the International Center. 1808 Las
Lomas NE.
Dr. Monroe D. Donsker of the
Courant Institute of Mathematical
Sciences will be the main speaker at
the informal discussion session.
Donskcr has been active in international scholarship, research and
exchange programs throughout his
career. He discussion is sponosored
by Phi Beta Kappa.

information is available from Cordova in Room BO l of the Education
Administration Building.

Annaunccments in Lip Service will be run the day
before the eve(Jt and the day of the event on a space
available basis, Lip Service Js available to (11/ UNM

within four to six minutes after the
heart attack. The trouble is, is that an
ambulance takes five to eight mimttes before it arrives, and that's
why people on the street need to
know CPR," he said.
Five years ago, Seattle began its
own city-wide program to train the
public to do CPR. Today, the city's
populace has cut in half the number
of immediate deaths from heart
attacks, Stochloff said,
Training sessions will be held 11
a.m., I p.m. l.llld 3 p.m. in Johnson
Gym. Each session can teach as
many as 200 people at one time.
Certificates will be issued to people
who successfully complete the session. The session will cost $1 and
last about two hours.
Last year, another mass CPR
training project was held in Duke
Stadium. About I ,000 people
attended the project, Stochloff said.

A Cardiae Pulmon1ry Resusitallon Class will be
held from5 p.m, to 9 p.m. Wednesday In the student
Health Center. Registration is required.

nOJt-profll organlr.ailons, Forms for Lip Service can
be picked up in Marron Hall, room 138 and must be
ltlrned in by2 p.m.theday prior to publication,

Today's Events
The UNM ,Archery Club will hold hs nrst meeting
from 12:30 p.m. lo 2 p.m. ittday In the SUB~ room
.2310. Open to the public,
;~The

lnlenlew: Putllna h All ToR,ether" will be
held rrom 10 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. today, in Car~r
Services,.Mesa Vista Hall, 2131.

A Mafh Confidence Workshop will be held from
Uni\Jersity
Skills Center, third noor, Zimmerman Library.
11~30 p.m. to 12:30 p.m. today ln the

A Spelling Workshop will be held from 11 a.m. to
12 noon today in the University Skills Center, third
noor; Zimmerman Library.
A CI!US of Arlblc wlll begin today, Oct. 26. Sign..
ups arc at the lnternational Center. More information

is available from Muhammad All at 842-6197.
The UNM SkJdh·lna Club will metf al7 p.m.- today
In the SUb, room 2;i lB. Open to the public. Members

are encouraged to attend.
"UNM TodayH, 11osted by Heidi Oberman, wlll

feature: an interv_lew wjth Harold Van Winkle,
director or the Lobo Spirit Band, an interview with
Myra Richardson, UNM's 1982 Homecomlrig queen.
a look at some or the Lobo's homecoming football
game Including the half time showj plus the sounds of
the jau group Alma and an interview with the
group's keyboard player. The show will be presented
at 12 noon and 6 p.m. today an Cable TV 1 tlic.
Educational Channel.

UNM's minority faculty one of the nation's largest
Robert Sancllez
About 12 percent of the UNM
faculty are minorities, and that is
probably one of the highest ratios in
the country among universities, said
Bernie Sanchez, director of the
Aftirmati ve Action Programs.
Sanchez said that out of the
national pool from which new faculty members are drawn, only five to
six percent are qualified minorities.
UNM Provost McAllister Hull
said he did no! think the 12 percent
ratio was adequate for UNM.
Approximately 31 percent of the
university's enrollment is classified
as a minority.
''The goal of our work here, since
I came on board, is to work towards

demographic parity.'' Hull said,
quickly adding: "It's not going to
happen very soon."
Hull said he would like to see
UNM eventually reach a stage
where the minorities in New Mexico- 47 percent- are represented by the same percentage of
minority faculty members.
However, Hull noted there were
several problems with achieving demographic parity.
"We have about 22 percent
minorities in the graduate school,"
Hull said. "That number is too few.
We have national pools in each discipline and we keep track of women
and minorities, but the pool isn't

A collection of more than 800
Northwest coast Indian materials
dating from the l9th and early 20th
centuries and valued in excess of
$100,000 has been donated to
UNM's Maxwell Museum of
Anthropology.
Sella Hatfield of Vancouver,
Wash., gave the unique collection to
UNM. It includes a large number of
19th century baskets, beaded items,
Eskimo parkas and a northern Atha'pascan, 21-foot long, birchbark
canoe made at the turn of the century.
Hatfield inherited. the collection

from her father, William J.
Wineberg. He was an avid collector
oflndian materials and accumulated
most of the collection during the Depression by trading clothes and other
goods to Indians for basketf. After
World War II, he bought the remainder of the collection from th Old
Alasks Fur Co. of Seattle.
The collection came to Maxwell
through efforts ofUNM anthroplogy
Professor John Martin Campbell and
his friend Walter B. Johnston, a
Portland, Ore., insurance executive.
Johnston called Campbell a year and
a half ago and told him of Hatfield's

Skills Center. third floor, Zimmerman Llbnu y,
A SJM!IIln1 Workshop will be held from II a.m. to
l2 noon In the University Skllls Center.
11
Gullt and Lon ror Non-Custodial Pll'tnb" will
be held rrom 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Wednesday in the
Women's Center.

The Spanish Club will meet atJ p.m. Wednesday in
the lntcrmitlonal Center, Las Lomas Ave, Auditions
for the club's play will be held and refreshments will
be served.
The Sufi Dante Club, fen turing simple songs and
dances from the major de\Jotlonnl traditions of the
world designed to promote peace and unity among
the danc_ers, will meet from 7!30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
W&.Jnesday in the SUB, room 2S3, No previous
experience necessary~ More information is available
at 243·6(J91 or268•5743.
Symphony ot Life will sponsor an ·advanced T 1ai
Chi Chih Class from 5:30 to 6:30p.m. Wednesdays in
the SUD, room 23JC. More lnrormatfon Is available

Tht.Art Museum will present Cad Andre who will
lecture ot' 7:30 p.m. Wednesday in the Fine Arts
Center. room 20l8. The lecture is in conjunction with
the HCarl Andre/ Ana Mendlela" exhibition presently
on display at the Museum.
The Poll Ileal Srlence Deptrtnitnt will present a free
the Earth" at 7

or

p.m. Wednesday in Hayward Hallt room 147". There

will also be a special guest appearance by Juan
Chacon 1 Star of the film.

Wednesday's Events
"CarHr f-laanfn1: The Why"s and How's11 will be
held from 2 p.m, 10 3 p.m. Wednesday in Car"r
Services1 Mesa ViSta, 2131.

Thl! Pmldenllal Scholars Club will meet at 6 p.nt.
Wednesday in the Honbrs Cenler. Will be -setting a
date for the calloquia.

a

PEACE
CORPS
MEANS
BUSINESS.

NATIVE AMERICAN artifacts comprise the largest part of the
Hazle Beebe colection, which was recently donated to the
Maxwell Museum.
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Steven Kramer, associate professor of history and president of the
Faculty Senate, said he was not
aware of any problems regarding
discrimination among employment
of minority f:~culty, but added that
the issue of discrimination "is not
all that simple to answer." He declined to elaborate.
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The policies for hiring faculty
members arc administered through
the Affirn1ativc Action Progrums.
The equal oppurtunity policy states;
"The University of New Mexico is
~ommittcd to providing cquul education<~! and employment opportuni·
tics regardless of sex, maril;tl or
p;u·cntal status, race, religion, age,
national origin or physical luuuJic~tp."

The Affirmative Action program
has set four guidelines that arc "crucial" in the process of hiring faculty;
seurch committees, advertls i ng,
time allowed for the search process
(if circumstances allow). and d!JCUmentation of the process.

Discussing the differences in the
faculty wage scale, Hull said there
''is no difference in the pay scales at
all - certainly not by any intent. If
there is any difference, it is counter

the
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free
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will be held November 10, 1982
10 Full Term positions and
2 Half Term positions are available
Petitions are available October 27, 1982
in Suite 242 of the Student Union Building
Petitions due at 5:00pm Monday November 1, 1982
Absentee ballots available November3·9, 1982
in Suite 242 of the Student Union Building
Any referendums wanted on the baUot
are due on Nov.1, 1982.
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interest in donating the materials to a
museum. Campbell subsequently
made several trips to see the collection and finally transported the
materials himself in a 22-foot long
truck.
At the heart of the collection arc
the b.askets. Most date from the 19th
century and were made by Washington and Oregon Indians. They arc
fragile and in need of repair, but
even the dirt encrusted in the baskets
is of anthropological interest to the
museum. Some of the dirt accumulated during 80 years of storage, but
some is • 'ethnographic dirt''
accumulated during actual use of the
basket.
The baskets are documented with
information about what ethnic group
made them. Most were used for
cooking and gathering food such as
berries and shellfish, Evidence of
those uses .:._ berry stains, blackened exteriors and interiors from fire
soot and hot rocks - are also of interest to anthropologists who study
19th century lifestyles of the Northwestern Indians.

Sanchez echoed Hull's analysis of
the situation. He said minorities fill
the non-academic or clerical jobs
first and that more minorities arc
needed. Although UNM has one of
the highest minority faculty ratios in
the nation, he said it's still inadequate to fulfill student needs.

Polling Places will be:

CONTACT LENS FITTING FEES:

hdndt< ~,,H

'ri,HI.\:1(' d

According to figures provided by
Affirmative Action on minority em·
ployment at UNM, there arc: 7.8
percent professors; 16 percent instructors; 11 percent lecturers; 20
percent managerial; 10.6 percent
deans and chainncn; 17.8 percent
professional/non-instructional; 40.3
percent clerical; 34 percent technic-

to policy and needs to he rectified.''

ASUNM Senate
Election

froni Carmen Byrnes at 842~1389.

The: Ltiti!,..Day Saint Studtnt AuOc:l•llon will meet
for lunch and forum at 12 p.in. We<~nesdn)' at lhe
JnstituleofReligion, 160J GtandNE.

al!para-professional; 59 percent
crafts/trades; and 76 percent extra
service workers.

•'There is definitely an increase in
the number of minoritic~ in instructional areas," Sanchez said. "In the
Hull also noted some fields of last few years the figures lmve risen
study arc underrepresented by from 7 percent to the present 12 percent.''
minorities.

Indian artifacts donated to UNM museum

"Communication Skills Test Review" will meet
from 4 p.m. to $ p.m. Wednesday in the University

showing of the classic film usalt

full."
Hull said another problem was
that mnny minorities exhaust their
funds earning an undergraduate degree and can not afford graduate
school.

Dr. Robert H. Quick aild
Dr. Dwight Thibodeaux
Optomet.-ists

1020-A Eubank NE • 298-2020
l 1t'ltfJir lllu~trah•tlitl ti.I~·Htht•rtlwmt•hl ilrt' unl tll't'l'!l.trlh \l.h!rlnl! 111!1 \illlf•IH lt·nW\
S'ut ttl It~• \\o1rn \ll!11t• l!o't•piU\llif ~" Utllillfll!
J!Jijf 1\,111\t'h tliHII.ultlh liitilrjMir.th•d ,

Student Union Building
Bus Stop (Across from Campus Police)
Nursing/Pharmacy Building
La Posada Dining Hall
Marron Hall
Mitchell Hall
Farris Engineering Center
Anderson Schoof of Management
Johnson Gym

--
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Human arrogance biggest hurdle

Native American values intrinsic to our survival?
George (;orospc

The answers to survivul in the
fncc of nuclear war, expansion of
worldwide militurism, nnd the dchumani~ation cuuscd by high tcchnolog,y and induslry can be found in
nntivc American values and philosophies, ~ccording to American Indian Movement activist Bill
Wahpcp<ill.
'"The European and American
thought based on industriulism and
economics has to get passed human
arrogance to sec that the route to
survival is rooted in the earth,"
Wahpcpah said Monday. "The Native Amc1'ican and most of lhe
world'.\ native people who Jive in
harmony with the earth already
know this."
Wahpcpuh, 44, said the native
peoples of Europe and their Amcrkan dcsccmlants have forsaken the
idea of harnwny in favor of maxinnun prnfit through exploitation of
the earth and its people. He will be
speaking ut 7:30 p.m. today in the
SUB

B;~llroom.

"The industrial thinking that began in America with colonialism has
made Amcricuns academically better, but has them Jess better at being
human, •· said W:1hpcpah.
Based on c<lpitHJistic concepts, a

clearer definition of peace must be
developed if humanity is to survive,
Wahpcpah suid. Native peoples believe peace is being in "balance"
with nature," he added.
Wahpcpah is the director of the
San Francisco office of the International Indian Treaty Council, which
was created in 1977 to address the
international interest of native rights
as a result of the Indian takeover of
Wounded Knee, S.D.

"Since the IITC was created, I
have talked to quite a few native
people from all over the world. and
they arc all steadfast in their demand
for their own culture, values and
ceremonies. They almost all arc
concerned with the destruction of
their environments and with the nuclear threat," he said.
Wahpcpch believes America will
change its course in the future.
"Ronald Reagan is like the tribal

chnirrnan of the United States, and
the CIA and the army arc his goons
that support the few rich capitalists
of the new right. What we are seeing
now arc the death throes of the new
right before the changes," he said.
He did not say when these
changes would come, only that the
United States would have to come to
grips with the native peoples' philosophies to survive.
"Just as the activists of the left

and in the '60s and early '70s had to
come to terms with native philosophies as seen through the environmental and nuclear issues they're
addressing today, so will the rig~~
have to come to the sarne terms,
Wahpepah said.
Wahpepah will be on campus at
11 a.m. today in the International
Center, 1814 Las Lomas, for lunch
and entertainment. All students are
invited to attend.

Jut·y selection begins for alleged alien smuggler
(UPIJ -Jury selection began today
in f~dcral court for the alleged ringleader of a multimillion-dollar alien
smuggling ring and four other defendants.
Salvndor Pineda Vergara, a
Ciudad Juarez. Mexico, hotclowner, was the chief suspect among 38
people indicted last June in what immigrntion offichtls said was the biggest alien smuggling ring ever
broken in U.S. history.
Immigration and Naturalization
Service officials in Washington estimated that as many as 2,000 aliens u
month were smuggled across the
bnrder at El Paso each month during
the 41.f;.-ycar life of the ring.
Also scheduled to be tried this

week before U.S. District Judge
Edwin Mechem arc Carmen and
Carlos Perea of Belen, N.M., and
Baldomero Hernandez and his wife,
Maria Asuncion Martinez de Hernandez. both of El Paso.

selection with one dispositio11 under
their belts, following a Belen man's
guilty plea Friday to a charge of conspiracy.
Ralph David Padilla, 36, could
face up to five years in a federal
prison for his part in the operation.

When the indictment was returned last June 23 by an Albuquerque grand jury, authorities charged
that the alleged smugglers had used
Amtrak trains and cars to move the
illcgals from Texas and New Mexico to Hispanic neighborhoods on
Chicago's west side and elsewhere.

Arts·

N.M. brass quintet to pay tribute to Britten
Ann Ryan
"In Memoriam Magistri" premieres Wednesday night. The work,
to be perfonned by The New Mexico
brass quintet, is part of the Keller
Hall series."
The four-movement work, specially written for the quintet by Jeffrey Wood, is a tribute to the late
compo~er Benjamin Britten, who is
best known for his operas ''Death in
Venice" and "Billy Budd."
The work includes thematic material from Britten's music and is
"stylistically like Britten,'l said

Karl Hinterbichler, the quintet's
trombonist and an associate professor in the music department.
Hinterhichler also said that the
piece is reminiscent of Britten's last
unpublished work, the "Cantat~
Miserchordium.''

The quintet was founded six years
ago because "we wanted to join in
the fun" of all the brass quintets
being founded )>y faculty members
at schools around the country, Hin·
terbichler said.
He and Jeffrey Piper, who plays
trumpet, are the only two original
members still in the quintet. The
other members are Deborah Baer,
trumpet; Kristin Thelander, horn;
and John Olah, tuba.
The quintet has toured throughout
the United States and Europe and
have had pieces composed for them
by both Amerioan and European

The quintet, aU members of the
UNM music faculty, will also perfo~m works by Claude Deb!lssy,
Enc Morera, Hieronymus Praetorius and others including that bestknown composer of all, Anonymous. The concert will begin at 8:15
p.m. in Keller Hall.

composers. The quintet has received
airplay on European radio stations,
Hinterbichler said.
Wood, the composer of the premiere work, is from Ohio and recently completed his doctorate in
composition at Stonybrook in New
York. His wife is a cellist with the
New Mexico Symphony Orchestra.
Hinterbichler said Wood and the
members of the quintet got together
last year when Wood was participating in the Visiting Composer_ Sym-

posium at UNM last year.
The Keller Hall Series is a faculty
series, Hinterbichler said, although
there are guest ar(ists who also pcrfonn.
Tickets for the series are $2 for the
general public, $1.50 .for UNM
faculty and staff, senior citizens and
members of the Century Club. Tickets, which can be purchased at the
Fine Arts Center box office, are 50
cents for students with a valid ID
sticker.

ARTS BOX OFFICE

HALL

. RODJN T.HEATRE

THE LAST LECTURE SERIES
IJ'M«11B

Dr. Vera Norwood
Asst. To The Pravmot

"SURVIVING THE POST -ERA BLUES:
FEMINISM IN THE 'SO's"
Tuosdoy, October 26
12 noon
UNM Sub Ballroom (South)
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LAS LOMAS CAMPOS MINISTRtrS

STUOENT ACTI\IIlt£SCENTER

JUAREZ, MEXICO hotel is owned by Salvador Pineda·Vergera whose trial opened today
here. Pineda· Vergera is accused of running an illegal alien smuggling ring out of the hotel.

Mandatory courses for law students
defeated by UNM's Law School faculty

PEACE CORPS
PRACTICES
APPLIED SCIENCE.
And Peace Corps volunteers w1th sc1ence backgrounds
do the apply1ng Teach1ng b1otogy to h1gh school stu·
dents. work1ng on san1tat1on Improvements or d1sease
control If you have sc1ence tra1n1ng or apt1tude and care
to help others. apply

RI£CRUITERS ON CAHPUS TUESDAY THRU THURSDAY
SENIORS/GRADS: Sign up Nmv for an interview
PLAGEHENT OFFICE
Meso Vista, 2nd Floor

Kent Kullby

would be able to judge whether a
student was "rigging" easier
A motion to establish a cour5c of courses to get better grades.
study, and another, to alert law stuHowever. other faculty members
dents that they cannot avoid felt. that law students had the preconacademic suspension by taking ception that getting suspended was
easier courses to raise their grade- very hard, and that the faculty
point-average, failed to win approv- should alert the students that achieval Monday from UNM's Law ing a 2.0 grade-point-average is not
School faculty.
a guarantee the student will not be
During the meeting, set to discuss suspended.
new procedures for academic probaThe motion to express that contion and suspension, the faculty de- cern did not pass.
cided to keep the current standard
Many faculty members argued it
remain. A student on probation must was not fair to the student on probakeep a 2.0 grade-point-average, tion, who might be getting a 1.8
according to the procedure. The grade-point-average, to be judged
faculty defeated a motion to have the more harshly, than a student who
Committee on Student Retention gets by with a 2.0 grade point averand Suspension set a course of study age and is not on probation.
for the student. Studehts on probaThe faculty then discussed how
tion may choose their courses as the dean of the Law School may
they please, and the committee will decide to initiate a faculty review of
review the course load.
the committee's decision to suspend
Faculty members expressed con- a student. The meeting adjourned
fidence that the committee members and will reconvene in two weeks.

Downsralrs In the S.U.D.

STUDENT TRAUEL CENTER
Specializing In 1h" n"ed5 of the IJNM Communlry

Upcoming Trips:
Carlsbad Caverns
Red 1\iver
Durango Snowdown
Mazatlan Mexico

Nov. 6
Dec. 3-5
Jan 27-30
Break

Dring in this ad
for
$2.00 Discount
on
Carlsbad Caverns
Trip

Dr. Trujillo
reappointed
Dr. Rupert Trujillo, dean of the
UNM Division of Continuing
Education, has been reappointed for
a three-year tenn to the National
Accrcditntion Board of the American Nurses' Association.
Among the association's objectives is the provision of quality continuing education in nursing.

Covered

The
Rm. 24b 277·2n36

The faculty will probably approve
an amended draft of a proposed poli·
cy on student retention and suspension at its next meeting. Dean
Robert Desiderio bad appointed a
committee to dmw up the new procedures. The procedures would form
a committee to decide on academic
probation and suspension rather than
allowing the entire faculty to decide
as in the past.

HARVARD
BIKE
HOUSE
137 Harvard SE
Rumored to lulve
Albuquerl)uc's
largest selection
nf mountain hikes
Starling at $:150
S1~read

the rumor!!

255-8808

...,.,.agon

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLD 'TOWN

UNCONtESTED
DIVORCE: $75
COU~T

COST AOOITIONAl

NO CHARGE OR OBUGA!ION
fOR INITIAl CONSUltATION

V1Ukld4

i

J r ARQ[JT}I 'Ai!)("NAl f, h'~IATfl.;
t8~l liNK_
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Six-week long French cinema series
to appear at Santa Fe Arts Center
The Film Gallery of the Rising
Sun Media Arts Center in Santa Fe
will begirt a six-week film series this
weekend titled •'Masterpieces of the
French Cinema." Kicking off the
festival will be the 1939 film Rules
of the Game, directed by Jean Renoir.
Renoir, son of the famous impressionistic painter Auguste Renoir, directed 35 films between 1934
and 1969. His resume includes the
titles Poundou Saved From Drowning, The Crime of Monsieur Lange,

The Grande /llusion, and La Bete
Humaine.
"42Humaine"41, the second Renoir work in the series, concerns a
weekend party at a wealthy estate.
The estate is used as a background
for examining universal social
values, the contradictions of which
are presented with great vitality and
humor_ Rules ofthe Game was voted
third among the greatest motion pictllfes of all time by an international
poll of film critics in 1962.
The remaining films in the series

include Orpheus, directed by Jean
Cocteau; Jacques Tati'sMr. Hulot' s
Holiday; Au Hasard Balthazar,
filmed by Robert Bresson; the popular 1974 film Celine and Julie Go
Boating; and Franc?is Truffaut's
story of young children, Small
Change, made in 1976.
The six films will show Thursday
through Saturday at 7 and 9:1 5 pm in
the Film Gallery, 1050 Old Pecos
Trail Santa Fe. Tickets are avail• the door. For more m1onna"
able at
tion call 982-1338-

.

UNM Bookstore
Calculator
Price Reduction
Hewlett Packard
Was

$65.00
$110.00
$150.00
$90.00
$150.00

HP-32E
HP-33C
HP-34C
HP-37E
HP-38C

Now
$56.95
$73.95
$90.00
$65.00
$90.00

Texas Instruments
TI-58C

$ll5.00

$92.95

The Annual. ASUNM Arts and Crafts Fair
December 2, 3, and 4

in the Student Union Ballroom
Attention Artists
Musicians Needed

Spec:iflcatlons:

1) Only handmade Arls and Crafts by New Mexican artists

Specifications:

will be allowed.
2) No mass produced or commercial items will be allowed.
3) No tables will be sold for less than the three day period.
4) No food can be sold by crafts persons. This is in accordance
with SUD policies.
.
5) You may share a table with another craftsperson.

1) Musicians needed for two hour blocks.
2) Cossette tope. or live audition.
3) All varieties of music accepted.

Please contact:
ASUNM Crafts Area Dasement of the Student Union

P.egi$tration Date$:
UNM Students Nov. 3-5
General Public Nov. 6·1 0

Audition dates
arranged between Oct. 25 and Nov. 12

Place of registration:
ASUNM Crafts Area Basement of the Student Union, UNM
Fees:
Ballroom Table $40 for three days
Hallway Table $35 for three days

•
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Sports

Arts
Jekyll and Hyde flick reaches cinematic low
h~s

Sally Livengood

.f eky/1 lind /lytle ... Together Agllill
n din·,·u•d hv Jerrv /Je/son ami swrs
Mork Jilonkfield am/ B£•ss Arm·
\ti"OIIf!.. It's now showing 111th1• Los
Altos awl Far North Cimemas and
til<' A1/Ju<jii<'Nflll' 6 Drivi•-ln. (Rated

/U
Albuquerque hus been treated to a
new cinematic low in classic literature adaptations in "44Jckyll and
I !vdc"4:!. Robert Louis Stevenson's
,t;>ry of Dr. Jekyll and his schitophrcnic counterpart, Mr. Hyde,

been brought to the screen many
times with John Barrymore,
Frederic March and Spencer Tracy .
Hut when comedian Mark Blankfield assumes the title role, all simi·
lariatics to these Cl!rly renditions
come to a screeching halt.
First-time director Belson treats
his audience to a comedy, coupled
with a story of drug addiction.
Eightics.stylc Dr. Jekyll accidentally snorts a secret potion which transforms him from a quiet, dedicated,
surgeon to a wildly hedonistic Mr.
Hyde.
Adapting the type of sketch that

made him famous on the late mgnt
show "Fridays," Blankfteld is first
funny in his transformation into the
punk-deviant Hyde, When he inhales the white powder (thinly disguised as formula 143) though, his
pants tighten, he sprouts gold chains
and the fingernail on his little finger
grows into a coke spoon,
What is left is a production designed for profiting from the current
dmg-sex comedies.
Using Our Lady of Pain and Suffering Hospital as a backdrop, the
writers inflict their audience with the
gamut of nun, bedpan and operating

room jokes. Not only are these jokes
bad, they arc unforgivably old.
Added to this is the usual litany of
oversized bust and orifice gags culminating in a hackneyed homosexual overture.
Considcri)1g what they had to
work with, two members of the supporting cast, Bess Armstrong and
Tim Thomerson, give credible performances. Armstrong as Dr.
Jekyll's spoiled WASP fiancee creates a personality that women love to
hate. Tim Thomerson's portrayal of
Jekyll's collegue, a self-worshiping

plastic surgeon, successfully parodies America's obsession with
youth,
If Blankfield would have snorted
a secret f01mula for successful com·
edy instead of formula 143, Jekyll
and Hyde might not have grown
stale. Taken as a whole, this movie
would have been much funnier had
its producers concentrated on creal·
ing either a totally outrageous drug
comedy in the Cheech and Chong
tradition or an all-out monster
parody such as Young Frankenstein
or Love At First Bite,

In defense of Daily Lobo sports writers ....
George P. Chavez
rts Tc;Kiay
po
The N~w Mexico Daily Lobo has
been used a lot lately as a sounding
board. Certain opinions and ideas
have been voiced. This is good.
Everyone living in this country enjoys the rightto freedom of expressioll. Of course no one can state an
opinionorideaandtrulyhaveeveryone agree with him. Not even sports
editors.

s

Yes, we have received some com·
plaints about Daily Lobo sports edi·
tor Steve King's editorial, which
appeared Oct. 12. King knocked the
Lobos for losing a .key football game

to Brigham Young University 40-

12.

.

'

One letter questioned King's

sc~ool spirit. Apparently the letter

wnter formed the opinion that King
was anti-Lobo, giving up on the
football teamjustbecause it lost the
big game.
Another Jetter received was from
Susie Mortimer, a sectretary for the
Lobo football office, She stated that
Lobo sportswriters "have never
played football" and sit up in the
pressbox munching on hotdogs and
working on strategies to undennine

and belittle the efforts of the football
team.
Mortimer also implied that King
and myself are incompetant, so lacking in sports knowledge that we
couldn't tell a field goal from a slam
dunk.
King,perhapsfeelinghehadbeen
a bit rough in his editorial, wrote an
apology to the football team; something I thought was unnecessary.
Sports writers are serious journalistsfirstandforemost, (I know, Howard Cosell is mnning through your
minds), We are not cheerleaders.
We try to remain objective while

Poll Workers Needed
for the
ASUNM Senate Election on
November 10, 1982.
Must be an undergraduate at UNM.
Apply in person at Suite 242 in the
Student Union Building or call
277-5528 for more information.

ARE YOUR CAREER GOALS
COMPATIBLE WITH
YOUR PERSONALITY
• Learn the career fields that best suit your f2ersonai!Jy
• Direct your academic efforts efficiently
* Prepare for the career offering greatest self:9ratiflcation
• Avoid time-wasting attempts to become what you are not
• Learn the Qersona/!!Y._ traits to work on to achieve your goals
By c:ompanng your personality profile w1th the personal•ty prof•tes ol
thousands of successful men and women rn a vanety of career f1elds.
PERSONAMETRIX can determine the extent to which your personality 11
suited for a spenf•c career
S1mply complete our 60·mlnute self·adminJStered personality Inventory 1n
the pnvacy of your home and return 1t to us We w1ll assess your person,!/
tJara professJonally and return a comprehensiVe report descnb•ng your
personality profile and the extent to Which your profile resembles the pro·
fries of tl1ose who have .ach•eved success •n career f1elds that Interest vou
Send your name, address and 525.00 (check or money orderjto

PERSONAMETRIX
9171 Wilshire Blvd .. Suite 300, Beverly Hills, CA 9021 0

Down is nature's lightest insulator.
See our full line of outdoor clothihg
at New Mexico's complete backpacking/
mountaineering shop.

~S~4tmte

\\fllclerne••
Centre

2421 San Pedro NE • 884-5113

covermg emotion-packed subject
matter.
Mortimer noted that some of our
statistics were wrong in the BYU
coverage, At no time did BYU ever
lead 21-12. But, let's keep things in
persper.tive. Sure there are major
plays and statistics that must be reported correctly, But 40-12? The
importance if BYU led 21-12 or
actually 19-12 is overshadowed by
the end result of the game.
I wrote the game story. And, even
though there has been a Jot of apologies written in the Lobo lately, I
truly apologize to anyone who was
offended or had nervous breakdowns over that 21-12 error. I'm
sorry, but I'm also human, I made a
mistake, but it was a minor mistake.
I am a student of journalism and
learning the art and science of news.
papering.
Now, what about the skepticism
of our school spirit and knowledge
of sports?
Mr. King is a fervent Lobo fan. So
am I. I respect the football team's
coaching staff and appreciate the
fine season they have put together.
A lot of people were dissapointed
with the BYU loss, But, I think
King's editorial was aimed at the
dissappointment the fans and players felt. He didn't write it with the
intention of taking cheap shots at the
team.
My colleague virtually grew up
ontheLobopracticefields.Asakid,
he chased footballs and helped the
equipment managers. King has
played organized football as well as

baseball, rece!Vlng two VI_II'Sl~Y le~ter
awards for the latter whtle m htglt
school. He stays on to{l of the sports
scene, nationally and locally, as
well as anyone I've known.
Myself? Well I know it sounds
like I'm beating my own drum, but
those accusations of .incompetence
irritate me .. While attending A.lbuquerque H1gh School, I received
AU-District honors in football. I
won medals in wrestling and competed in track. In coliege, I tried to
play football for two' years and did
play lacrosse for o~e. In 1979.' I w~n
tht; state powerliftmg champ10nsh1p
and still hold records for my weight
class.
Rest assured that we at the sports
desk of the Daily Lobo know what
we are doing. It can be said that we
are as familiar with the size and
shape of a football as Mortimer is
with the keys of her typewriter.
Again, we are not cheerleaders. I
don't put a party h,at ?n my head ~r
glue a kazoo to the mstde of my wnst
in preparation for a Lobo game,
There are too many stats to pour
over, people to interview, and que~
tions to ask for me to lead cheers m
the pressbox or hurl streamers over
the ~rowd every first ~own. I'll
adnut, ~10ug~, there are bmes when
I feel hke domg that.
There are so many good things to
write about this year's team. But
journalists have the responsibility of
reporting the bad news along with
the good. So, the dobermans
shouldn:t. b~ called out ~ve~ time
some cnttsctsm appears m pnnt.

JEKYLL·AND HYDE TOGETHERAGAIN

UNM ~Symphony Orchestra to perform
benefit concert for Friends of Music
The UNM Symphony Orchestra,
under the baton of Dr. Kurt
Frederick, will present a concert benefitting the Friends of Music Scho·
larship Fund. The performance will
be held at 8:15 p.m., Saturday in
Popejoy Hall. Performing on piano
will be guest soloist George Robert.
The program will include C.M.
von Weber's "Overture to 'Ober·
on,'" Johannes Brahms' "Variations on a Theme of Haydn,"
Maurice Ravel's "Dapnis et Chloe
Suite," and George Gershwin's
"Concerto in F Major for Piano and
Orchestra."
Dr. Kurt Frederick has played a
long and significant role in the development of music in New Mexico.
He began his musical career with
degrees from the State Academy and
the State College in Vienna, AU·
stria, majoring in violin, composition and conducting. He joined the
music faculty at UNM in 1942. His
many accomplishments include
founding the Albuquerque Choral
Association in 1944, directing the
Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra
from 1945 to 1950, and founding the
Albuquerque Youth Symphony in
1956. Additionally, Frederick
started the Albuquerque Opera
Theatre in 1971. Since then he has
guest•conducted with many orga·
rtizations, including the Albuquer·
que Choral Association, the New
Mexico Symphony Orchestra and
Chorus, and the Southwest Ballet
Company. He teceived the New
Mexico Governor's Award for
Achievement in the Arts in 1977,
George Robert, distinguished
guest soloist for the upcoming be·
nefit concert, was also educated in
Vienna, studying with two of that
city's great musicians: Edward
Steuermann and Anton Webern. He
performed concerts all over Europe
and then joined the faculty of UNM
after moving to the United States.
As a former member of the First
Pi~!J!l. Qua~te~ •. h<;: .Perf~r.mcd more

than 120 broadcasts for NBC, has
recorded for RCA Victor, and
appeared with many of America's
great orchestras. Subsequently, he
toured Germany, sponsored by the
State Department, receiving
plaudits from the musical press. As a
chamber musician and accompanist,
he has performed with Wllliam
Primrose, Roman Totenbcrg,
Christian Perras, Berl Senofsky,
Sigurd Rascher, Charles Kullman,
Paul Doktor and John Barrows.
The Friends of Music started in
1968 with a two-fold purpose: to
promote general public interest in
music and to assist the UNM music
department in expanding its prog·

ram. The first year, scholarships
totaling $3,500 were awarded, in·
creasing to a total of $11,200
awarded in 1981. Monies from the
Oct. 30 concert will benefit this
scholarship fund.
Tickets are available at the Fine
Arts Box Office at UNM, the Music
Mart at 210 Yale SE, and Kurt's
Camera Corral at the Coronado Center and at 1713 Juan TaboNE. Prices
are $4 for general admission, $3 for
college students and senior citizens,
and $2 for high school and lower
level students. There is a $1 discount
on all prices if purchased in advance. For more information, call
277-4402.

Two Albuquerque pianists
to perform benefit recital
Two Albuquerque pianists, who
are students of New Mexico music
Professor George Robert, will present a benefit recital at 8:15 p.m.,
Thursday, in Keller Hall.
Proceeds wlll benefit the UNM
Performance Fund for the music de·
partment.
The two pianists are LeeAnna
Xanthos Coombs and Susan
Leonard Landers, both of whom
have performed extensively in Albu·
querque and throughout the country.
Coombs performs with the Albu·
querque Philharmohic Orchestra
and has traveled with the Mormon
Tabernacle Choir. Landers, who
earned a bachelor's degree in music
from UNM, has toured throughout
Europe and Canada,
During their recital the two will
present "Fantasia for Musical
Clockwork" by Mozart; "Varia•
!ions on a Theme by Haydn, op.
56b," by Brahms; "Variations on a
Theme by Paganini (1941)" by
Witold Lutoslawski; "Concerto inC
Major for two pianos" byJ.S. Bach;

UNM Soccer Club continues to roll
Dan O'Shea
The UNM Soccer Club remains
undefeated in conference play by
destroying Colorado Mountain College, 17-0, and beating Western
State College, 4-2, over the
weekend in Colorado,
"We swamped them," said Craig
Robertson, UNM soccer coach, referring to the victory over Colorado
Mountain College.
''The other team wasn't that bad,
we just took advantage of all our
opportunities,'' Robertson said. The
Lobos defeated a "much improved"
Western State College squad, he
added,

Against CMC, Robertson said the halftime, but WSC cut the lead to
Lobos scored "the nicest goal of the one goal on a penalty kick and a
weekend." On that play, fullback defensive mistake, coach Robertson
Merritt Oliver took the ball at mid· said.
field, wall-passed to Alan RobertStein Sorbye scored "a beautiful
son, who moved the ball down the
goal with a well•timed run from the
left side of the field. With Oliver back," Robertson said. Alan
trailing, Alan Robertson passed Robertson scored two goals in the
back to Oliver, who fed Jon Toman second game while Harjunpaa
for the score.
scored the other.
Robertson notched five goals,
Arto Hmjunpaa scored four times,
Mario Picazo found the net three
times, Bill Taylor added two and Ian
Lawlor, Tom Renfro and Toman all
scored in the romp.
Against WSC, UNM led 3-0 at

and "El Salon Mexico" arranged by
Leonard Bernstein, by Aaron Copland.
Tickets are $3 for general admis·
sion and $1 ,SO for senior citizens,
Century Club members, and UNM
students, staff and faculty. For ticket
information, call the UNM Fine Arts
Box Office.

''Native peoples have the answer for survival."

ASUNM Speakers Committee
and

KIVA Club
Present

Dr. Bill Wahpepah

Joe Jackson
to play Popejoy
Keyboards, saxophone, vocals ~ Joe Jackson is a musician
who will incorporate them all in a
concert to be held at UNM Nov, 16.
Jackson will begin his concert at 8
p.m. in Popejoy Hall.
Jacksort is known for his debut
single ''Is She Really Going Put
With Him."
Tickets, $7 .5@ for students and
$8.50 for the general public, are
available at the UNM SUB Box
Office and all Ticket Master Outlets.

UNM is in ftrst place with a record
of 6-0-1 in the club division of the
Rocky Mountain Intercollegiate
Soccer League, and 8-3-2 overall.
The soccer team will take on New
Mexico Military Institute at Johnson
Field this weekend.

Tuesday, Oct. 26 llam - 2pm
International Center
1808 Las Lomas
for irtformation call
KIVA Club 277·3918

Lecture
UNM S.U.B. Ballroom
"INDIANS ANO INTERNATIONALISM"
Tuesday, Oct. 26 7:30pm
Stu. with ID $1.00 Gen. Public $2.00

Dl'. Wahpepah is the current DirectOl' of the San Francisco office for the International Indian
Treaty Council. He has been the 1981 delegate to the Geneva Conference for Indigenous Peoples
of the World and 1980 delegate to the Fourth Russell Tribunal in 1\otterdam, Netherlands.

UNM Students with ID $1.00

General Public $2.00

You NEED Two DAYS THIS YEAR.

A SATURDAY,TO,SUNDAY COSTUME PARTY.
Friends, have you been repressing
your TRUE self too long? Will it take
two days this year to prevent it from
destroying you?
Do it, at Ned and win a prize for
your best feature-Scariest, Funniest,
Most Rock &Rollable, anda$100
Grand Prize!
Try our out-of-this-world drink
specials-they'll transform you into
your wildest dreams.
Dance to humanoid music with Sassy
Jones on Saturday, but on Sundaygive your REAL self the floor, with
The Planets.

s,

Theee place. For you and yours.
Costumes required for admission.

Pu~l.'

12. Nt•w Mexico Duily Lobo, October 26, 19H2
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New Mexico
Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising

available. Free brochure, call Personlll Credit Service
10/26
(602) 946·6203 ext. 0924.

2. Lost&Found
FOUND: FEMALE KITTEN, grey, hazel eyes. Area
of Gold Ave. and Buena VistaSE. Phone265·0239.
10/26
LOST lWO RINGS In SUB women's bathroom. One
garnet, one ruby. Reward will be give. 298·7788,
10/26
FOUND: BLUE 10-speed near Lead and Buena Vista
10/29
SE.247-1423 after5 p.m.
LOST KJITEN WHITE, beige ears and tall. Red
collar with name tag "Lazarus," Call 243-6316
reward.
10/28
CLMM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to 4:00 p.m. daily,
tfn

3. Services

PIANO: DECREED, EXPERIENCED, patient. 266·
6212.
11/10
VICTORIA'S WORD SMITHY: Word processing
and typing, fast, accurate, reliable, Quality products
at reasonable rates. Call Vickie anytime, 821-4812,
10/29
PROFESSIONAL TYPING, MEDICAL terminology. Correcting Selectric, After 6 p.m. 821·
4378.
11/5
TYPERIGIIT - PROFESSIONAL
TYPING
service. 265-5203.
10/29
OVERWEIGHT? NEED 85 overweight people for an
all natural weight. control program, Call 265·1478 qr
255-9866.
10/29
TYPIST, ON CAMPUS, Sense of humor. Some
genius. 242·3093.
II/I
HORSEBACK RIDING LESSONS! Learn how to
rk!e or better yourself, Experienced horseperson gives
lessons in Western, English, Jumping, Driving,
11/l
Jeanette 299-9253.
OLD •:NGI.JSH "CHRISTMAS" calligraphy.
Private lessons, my home. Nov. I - r>ec. 11.
Limited enrollment. $40, Evenings/wtekends. 255·
th<'hvt'en biology and joumalism buildings)
7192,
Jl/1
REASONABLE/PROFESSIONAL
TYPING.
Extensive expertise include business overflow tYPing,
manuscripts, term papers. IBM Selectric 111, 299·6256
or 299·2676.
Ill!
TYPING, BEAUTIFUL IBM. Free editing.
Guarantee A plus. $1 page doublespace including
bibliography, footnotes, graphs, chans. Perfect
·--~~-~-~. ~-~-,~--- -·------------~
format. Edna Allcott is as close as yourmailbo1e, 950
Cordova Road, Santa Fe, 1-982-6633. Hours 8-3,
11/1
PROFESSIONAL TYPING BY English MAl editor.
Optical Company on Lomas just west ofW nshlnston.
Vast experience with dissertations, papers, Editing
tfn
avaJhiblc. 25&-0916
10/27
MATERNITY CI.OTIIING- QUALITY used at
24IIOUR TYPING, Jean 881-0628.
I J/22
Tiff; MIXED JIAGl The store for your mun·
reasonable prices. We also corry new nursing bras:
chies - nuts, candies, drled fruits, dehyd. ;loups,
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
maternity cotton panties, suppon hose, and
teusaud more. Check us out at 121 YaleSE,
10/29
rentals. MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S,E,
stockings. Abracadabra Maternity Shop, 1711 San
265·3315.
tfn
Tllt:Ht:SE SANCJI~:z, YOU'VE stlll got my vote,
Pedro NE (at Constitution}, 255·3111.
11/2
AnAdmirer.
10/26
QUALITY TYPING. LOMAS-Tramway area. 85
UNM BOOKSTORE SALE stans Thursday night,
cents/page, 299·1355.
12113
KAPPA SIGMA liAS the best pledges, M1mton,
Oct, 28. Watch for ads and coupons!.
10/28
1vor, Steve, Mike K., Mike L .. Dave, Jeff, John,
TYPIST-TERM PAPERS $,7$. Resumes. 299·8970.
CIIEAP CIIINF.SE BUFFET all you can eat. Lunch
Daniel, Victor.
10/26
I0/29
$3.45, Jao Joos China Inn, 5000 Central SE, 2SS·
DUFORD WEI.COMF; ABOARD! Remember all
10129
9311.
ll/10
TYPING NEAR UNM. Call247·35l9.
othcrseot Quiche! TB.
10/26
GURDIEFF·OUSPENSKY
STUDY
group,
TO TilE ·raJ Delta's newest pledge frum Kappa
Ac~eptlngstudents, 281-2401.
11112
Sigma's newest pledge: Remember, some buddy loves
TRANSLATING;
INTERPRETING;
you.
I0/26
MULTILINGUAl.
services.
Legal,
medical,
CURLY JO, TIGca:R missed you and is glad you're
technical, personal. 255·3345.
10/4
buck. Wokko Wokka.
10/26
HALLOWEEN FACE PAINTING at the Bookcase
fR~:EJ INCRt:Ast: YOUR reading speed on the spot
5th annual HoJiqween Face Painting Pony, Sot., Oct.
nt o free llvclyn Wood Reading Dynamics
30, 3·9 p.m. Still only 99 cents (more for custom
Introductory Lessonl We'll also show you how it's
jobs), The Bookcase, 109 McsaSE.247·3102, 1 block
possible to rend and study 3 to 10 limes fastetl Oct
east of University Ave and just south of Central. Also
better grades, have more free time. Find out how•••
selling Halloween body pons Sl and up.
10/29
See our larj!e nd el!ewhere in this paper.
10/29
t'REE KITTENS. ORANGE and white. 243-2381 or
ON Till-: 1\IAI.L, live llulloween body parts. 51 and
266-6333.
10/26
Up.
10129
NEED CREDIT7 INFORMATION on recelvin8
STEVt:•s f'AMII.Y RF.STAURANT, 4214 Central
VIsa, Mastercard, With no credit check. Other cards
SE. 25"-'• off any Greek rood dinner with student to.

Rates:

17¢ per word per day or
12¢ per word per day if run
fiv<' or 1nore consecutive days.

Deadline:

1:00 p.rn. of the day
prior to the date of insertion.
Marron Hall Room 131

Open 8:0U a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday

1. Personals

Setty---.
Getty Oil Company

10126
GOOD, EXPERIENCEII ROCK drummer needed.
Call293·8742 after 5.
10/26
EXPLORE CARLSBAD CAVERNS, November 6th.
('all Student Travel Center 277-2336,
10/26
STUIIE!IIl' VOLUNTEF.RS NEEDED in community
humnn m~ice agencles. Coll25().1663 or 241·0497, or
go to 1801 Las lomns NE.
10/26
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. Fast,
ine~pensi•·e, pleasing, Lowest prices In town! Two for
$5, Four tor $7. Neat UNM. Come to 123 Wellesley
S.E., Corner Silver, or caii26S-1323,
tfn
ACCURAn; IN.'ORMATJON ABOUT con•
traccption, sterilization, abonion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING & counseling. Phone 247~~

HALLOWEEN?

~

WE GOT DISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
fromu. Greenwich Village (lennon Styles), gqld
rimless. $54.50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
5019 Menaul N.E., across from LaBelles.
tfn
ADOPTION IS AN option for untimely pregnancy.
26&-5837,
11122
C'ONTACTS·POLISUING, SOLUTIONS Casey

Getty Oil Company
will be interviewing
candidates for bachelor's degrees with a
major in accounting on
November 3, 1982 for
its accounting management trainee program
in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
If you are interested
in talking with the
Getty representative,
go by the placement
office and sign up
today.
Equal Opportunity Employer
M/F/H

ARMY·NAVY GOODS

504 YALE SE

265-7777

HARRY'S PLACE
Central at Yale
CHICAGO STYLE MOT DOGS

HOTDOG
FRIES
COKE

~)

LOMAS AT YALE/4701 MENAUL

.,satrmyt. ...

LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO • MAT
~MAT· OAT • OCAT • PCAT
VAT • SAT • CPA • TOEFL
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2 Slices of Cheese Pizza 1
1
& A Large Soft Drink
1
$1~65
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Home of UNM's Favorite
Imported Beer

St. Pauli· Girl

of
Breman Germany
STOP BY AND
PICK UP YOUR

MSKP • NAT'L MED BDS

ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NOB • NPB I • NLE

~-HMPIAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTEil
Test Preparation SpeciafJsts
S1nce 1938
Fof ml.rrm3l_ron, P./e.1!,f. Call

~65·2524,'

Classes Starting
Enroll Now!

FREE POSTER
(wh/1" supply fdts)

Special Price
All Week Long
St. Pauli $1.00/boHie
with any meal

mus1 be 21
or older

QA TYPING StRVU::t; a complete typing .and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medJcal,
scholastic, charts and tables, 345·2125.
12/13
FULL SERVICE TYPING
In by 9 a.m., out by 5
p,m, 268-0657.
10/26
ACCURATE, PRO~'ESSJONALTYPING and other
secrewial services. Call THE OTHER OFFICE: 884·
6564.
12/13

SALE: MARC'S GUITAR Center. Free tuner

($99.50 value) with all Ibanez guitars. 15 0/o off nil
Ovation guitars. 143 Harvard SE.
11112
BIKE, MUST SF;LL soon. Used ten speed Raleigh.
Good condition. Nell, eves. 266-0821.
10/26
1981 MOPF;D ANP helmet. E~cellent condition.
$250. 255·931 I.
10/29

6. Employment

4. Housing
FOR LEASE 675 sq. ft. office space across from
UNM eall Larry or Dorothy 265-9542 or evenings
88!-3974.
tfn
FOR RENT: l\FFICIENCY apanment, !410 Girard
N.E., $200/mo., for one persqn, $220/mo. for 2
persons, ail utilities paid, $125 security deposit, Fully
furnished-security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets, Please call before 6:00 In the
evening, 266-8392,
tfn
ROOMMATE WANTED; FEMALE, $150 a month
pius Y, utilities, 214 Yale SE.
lOMB
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED, Nonsmoker, 2
bdrm hquse inN. Valley, large fenced yard. Carl8841900 days, 345·5253 evenings,
10/27
SHARE NE HEIGHTS home with one male. $125
· plus Y, utilities. Non-smoker preferred. 881-9784,
11/2
ROOMMATE WANTED. SUO plus 11 utilities, ncar
UNM. 842·1619
10/27
THE CI.TADEL·SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. 1 bedroom
or efficiency, from $230 up. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
couples, no pets, 1520 University NE. 243-2494. tfn
BACIIELOR TYPE COITAGE, Range, refrig., new
carpet. Large room, bath, enclosed yard, Offstreet
parking, Water paid. Must see to appreciate. 6ll·B
Madison NE. $175 mq,, $1_75 DO, one year lease.
Therold E. Brown Company, 888·3000.
·
10/27
ALL BILLS PAID, $155 flat. Student discounts, 26210/29
1751. G.S. 549 fee.
ROOM .TO ROOM $75, Pets ok. 262·1751
Guaranteed Rentals, $49 fee.
10/29
$150 2-BEDROOM, cqmplete kitchen. 262·1751,
Guaranteed Rentals, $49 fee,
!0/29
JUST $145 STUDENT special, 262·1751. Guaranteed
Rentals. $40 fee with this ad.
10/29
WALK TO UNM. 5205 w/fireplace, 262-1751,
Guaranteed Rentals. $49 fee,
•
10129
STUDENT NEEDS APT·MATE, Furnished, own
room, near campus. $107/mo plus Y, utilities, Clean,
quiet Independent-type. Non·smoker preferred, 266·
2233, eves best. Don't give upt.
10/29

5. ForSale
BICYCLE SALE. CENTURION Oick !().speed now
$149.95 including kickstand and thorn tubes. Save
10/29
over $30. Harvard Bike House. 255-8808.
FOR SALE: TRIPLE beam scale, very accurate, four
months old. Call277·5379.
10/27
RCA TV FOR $60. Five months old. Call Todd, 881·
4612.
10/29

PART.TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must pe
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply in person, no phone c11lls
please. Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE,
5516 Menaul NE.
11/2
round.
OVERSEAS
JOBS
SUMMER/year
Eurqpe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All Fields. $500.
$1200 monthly, Sightseeing, free Info. Write IJC Box
S2·NMJ, Corona DelMar, CA 92625.
10/29
EXPERIENCED GYMNAST TO assist gymnastic
classes 3·6 p.m. Wed., 4·6 p.m. Fri., 9 a.m,-12 Sat.
$4/hr. Downtown YWCA 247-884.1. Contact Mary
Ann Durkin,
I 0!26
NEWSPAPER ROUTES AVAILABLE. All through
city. Mostly walking routes. Two mornings a week,
High commission, good money. 843·7537 ext. 272
between 3 and 5 p.m. only.
10/27
NIGIIT WORK AVAILABLE. Start now, All shifts.
262-1751, Guar11nteed Jobs. Small one-time fee.I0/29
BUSINESS ORIENTED PERSONS earn $10·$15
hour In your spare time with top nutritional company. Will train in fundamentals of business and how
10/29
to stan yourself, Call265·1478 or 255-9866.
BILL RICHARDSON NEEDS students for a week's
crash project. Minimum wage, cash, Leave message
at 266-2026.
10/29

7. Travel
CHARTER BUSES ANYWHERE, NM or USA.
DlscountPmgram. Oray Line243·5501.
11/2
THANKSGIVING, COLORADO SPRINGS
Monday llnd at noon till Sunday 28th. Room for
three riders. , .Gas, 25&-0334.
10/27
ADVERTISE YOUR TRIP, Adventure, or Ride
Needs in the Daily Lobo.
tfn

8. MlsceUaneous
BALLOON BOUQUETS I HAVE our "BMOC" (Bla
Monkey On Campw) alve your favorite penon a
"Big Lift.'' Balloon Bouquets for all occasions- Birthdays, Anniversaries, Oct Well, New
Baby, or"JustBecause I Love You.'' 298-$411.10/29
KAUFMAN'S FOR HALLOWEEN
Gas masks,
MASH uniforms, Army unlfonns, sailor suits.
Kaufman's: a Real Army·Navy Store, 504 Yale SE.
265·7777.
I0/29

9. Las N oticias
CLUB7 MEETING7 ORGANIZATION Advenlsein
Las Notlcias.
tfn
UNM ARCHERY CLUB meeting today. Room 231·
DSUB.l2:30to2p.m.
10/26

TODAY'S CROSS\VORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Bikini part
41ntend to
9 Founded
14 Youngster
15 Birchbark
16 Color
17 Salary
19 Violinist
Mischa20 Begat
21 Rep.
22 Rend
23 Observed
24 Sorrow
26 Lohengrln's
bride
29 Bluejacket
31 Box off. sign
32 Adjusts
33 Liniment
36 Vicinity
38 Small drink
39 Deceiving
41 Regret much
43 Absent
44 Missile
46 Waller
47 Amerlnd
49 Perish
50 Letter
51 Sea swallow

52 SingerJones
54 Tools
58 Pronoun
60 Vamoose
61 Excellence
62 "it's-good
deal"
64 Unreal
66 Cosine
67 Roman date
68 Honey maker
69 Elegance
70 Insects
71 Draft agcy.
DOWN
1 Favor
2 Fiber plant
3 Love
4 Run fast
5 Meat
6 Lend--:
Heed
7 Drawn out
8 Educated
9TheWar
10 WW-11 group
11 Ounce
12 Topsy's pal

SATURDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

13 Study
18 Fodder plant
24 Spanish city
25 Straw bosses
27 Emporium
28 Flower
30 Corrosive
33 Walking
34 Way
35 Fame of a
kind •
37 Folk verses
40 Questioning

42 California
peak
45 Ajax' father
48 Involve
53 Iowa town
55 Bedouins
56 Cables
57 Eye sores
59 Blackthorn
61 Title
62 Art: Lat.
63 Scoundrel
65 Receive

